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We predict the energy position of five n = ∞ members of the Rydberg series of
surface image barrier resonances above vacuum level to 75 eV for Cu(110)
atΓ. Measurement of these resonance positions would enable the real part of
the excited quasi-electron self-energy to be determined for Cu.
1.

Introduction
Here we seek to determine, by comparison with experiment, the energy dependence of
the electron quasiparticle self-energy Σ(E) at excited (above vacuum) energies for the Cu
crystal. This is performed by calculating for the Cu(110) surface, the bulk and surface
electronic band structure above the vacuum level and including any barrier image (Rydberg)
surface-state resonances that may occur. Knowledge of Σ(E) in this energy range is required
for analysis in many bulk and surface spectroscopies including photoemission and low energy
electron scattering.
2.

Method
In the scattering method used here [1, 2] the electron or quasi-electron scatters between
the crystal and surface barrier shown in Fig. 1. The wave function of the electron of energy E
that is incident on the surface barrier is expanded into a combination of plane waves each with
k|| values that add multiples of the reciprocal-net vectors and corresponding k⊥. Sustained
multiple scattering can occur between barrier and crystal where the electron is trapped in the
surface region and hence occupies a surface state or resonance. Near the top of the surface
barrier in a series of image (Rydberg) state/resonances with members n = 1 to ∞ can occur as
shown in Fig. 1. The n = ∞ state occurs at the energy at the top of the barrier. The energy
separation of the muffin-tin zero of energy inside the crystal Eo (interstitial potential) and the
energy at the top of the barrier gives the theoretical inner potential of the crystal surface.
The condition for a surface state/resonance is that one or more of the eigenvalues of the
matrix SIIM approach unity where M is the reflection matrix of the crystal and SII is the
internal reflection matrix of the surface barrier [1]. For computational purposes this can be
expressed as
|det [I– SIIM]| minimum
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3.

Fig. 1. Potential energy in the
near-surface region of a crystal
(vertical axis). Red lines
indicate the image (Rydberg)
series
of
surface-state
resonances. The muffin-tin zero
(interstitial potential) is Eo.

Calculations for ground-state electrons
First we calculate the near-surface complex bulk and surface band structure for Cu(110)
in the ground state (below vacuum) where the self-energy correction to the electron oneparticle ground-state is small. The surface barrier potential is obtained from the experimental
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work function and two below-vacuum surface state energies atΓ [3, 4]. From this model we
calculate all the other surface states and resonances for the whole surface Brillouin zone that
have been found experimentally [5, 6]. We find that adjusting the surface atomic layer
potential by a layer contraction of 10% has only a small effect on the energies of the surface
states/resonances and is less than other theoretical and experimental uncertainties. Hence any
redistribution of electrons in the surface atomic layer has negligible effect for this surface.
This verifies the accuracy of the method. Here we show the calculations for k||
≡Γ,Χ,Υ in Figs. 2 (a), (b), (c).
(b)

(a)

Fig. 2. Cu(110) near-surface complex band structure
E(k) = E(k||, k⊥) for (a) k|| = 0 (Γ), (b) k|| ≡Χ, (c) k|| ≡Υ
for ground state electrons. Blue lines are surfaceoriented bulk bands that have propagating wave
functions. Those with blue dots have odd parity [2].
Orange lines for Re k⊥ are surface-oriented bulk bands
that have the least spatially attenuating wave functions.
Orange lines for Im k⊥ give the reciprocal of the spatial
attenuation of the wave function for the corresponding
band/real line for Re k⊥. Red horizontal lines indicate the
energies of predicted surface-state resonances including
the members of the image (Rydberg) series of surface
resonances. Green dashed lines indicate the free-electron
energies of the crystal surface.

(c)

4.

Self-energy
The quasi-electron many-body self-energy Σ(E) has real and imaginary parts; Re Σ(E)
arises from virtual excitations, Im Σ(E) arises from inelastic collisions. For Re Σ(E) for Cu
we use a theoretical calculation [7] that is shown here in Fig. 3 (a). The difference between
the excited and ground muffin-tin zero (interstitial potential)
energies is Eoex- Eogr. Positive values indicate greater binding
energy of the bands. Hence there is an energy-dependent
excited inner potential that varies from the ground state
value by an amount equal to Re Σ(E). For Im Σ(E) for Cu we
use an estimate that was made from a LEED analysis [8] that
is shown here in Fig. 3 (b).
Fig. 3. Electron quasi-particle self-energy Σ variation with energy E
from Fermi energy Ef =0. Real part is from Ref. [7] and imaginary part
from Ref. [8]. Eoex and Eogr are the excited and ground state muffin-tin
zeros (interstitial potentials) respectively.
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5.

Calculations for excited-state quasi-electrons
The calculated bulk and surface-state resonances for excited states above vacuum level
for Cu(110) for k|| ≡ Γ including both Re Σ(E) and Im Σ(E) are shown in Fig. 4. All bands
now have spatially attenuating wave functions. Red lines indicate the prediction of the
energies of a number of Shockley (barrier-type) surface resonances. Black lines indicate the
prediction of the energies of a number of n = ∞ Rydberg (image barrier) resonances.

Fig. 4. Cu(110) near-surface complex band structure E(k)=E(k||, k⊥) for k|| = 0 (Γ) for excited quasi-electrons
with self-energy as in Fig. 3. Orange lines are surface-oriented bulk bands that have wave functions that are least
spatially attenuating. Green dots indicate the corresponding real and imaginary parts for the band labelled Σ1.
Black horizontal lines inicate the energies of the predicted n = ∞ members of the Rydberg series of image
surface resonances and red horizontal lines indicate other surface-state resonances. Green solid lines indicate the
muffin-tin zero of potential Eo. Ef and Ev are the Fermi and vacuum levels respectively. Green dashed lines
indicate the free-electron energies of the crystal surface. Refer to the text for the numbers in the third and fourth
panel.

Phase shifts for Cu were recalculated taking into account the energy variation of the
excited muffin-tin zero Eoex with respect to the ground state value Eogr from the data in Sec. 4.
This includes Re Σ(E) for the excited bulk band structure calculation relative to the zero of
energy in the present calculation Eo. For the surface calculation the excited inner potential
was introduced by varying the energy of the top of the surface barrier with respect to Eo by Re
Σ(E). Inelastic collisions were included from the energy variation of Im Σ(E) from the data in
Sec. 4.
The formation of above-vacuum surface-state-resonances can be described qualitatively
as follows. At any given energy E above vacuum level the plane-wave members of the
expansion have different k|| and corresponding k⊥ values. Some of these plane-wave members
will have sufficient k⊥ to be transmitted above the barrier height and do not take part in the
formation of surface-state resonances. Some will not have sufficient k⊥ and will be internally
reflected at the surface barrier. The scattering of these latter plane-wave members from the
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crystal may form surface-state resonances when it is sustained scattering. Between solid green
lines and black lines with the label ‘1’ in the third and forth panel of Fig. 5 specific members
of the plane-wave set scatter from the bottom to the top of the surface barrier and at the black
line are transmitted above the barrier where they do not take part again in surface resonance
formation. This situation continues progressively for each of the remaining plane-wave
members in each of the regions labelled ‘2 to 6’.
The energy positions of the n = ∞ image resonances depend on the value of the excited
inner potential and hence on the value of Re Σ(E). In the calculations their energy position is
insensitive to other aspects of the bulk and surface potentials because the asymptotic part of
this potential extends far into the vacuum from the crystal surface region and has known form.
Dilation of the surface layer/s or changes in their potentials do not effect the excited inner
potential and hence the energy position of the n = ∞ image resonances. These changes and
bulk potential changes may however significantly affect the energies of other surface
resonances including lower energy members of the Rydberg series. The quantity Eo, the
muffin-tin zero of energy used in the calculations is a theoretical quantity and is dependent on
the theoretical bulk potential used. However the energy of the top of the ground-state surface
barrier is the vacuum level Ev. The Fermi level Ef is this value minus the work function that is
experimentally determined. Hence the calculations can be referred to the Fermi level which is
a physically measurable quantity and Eo is not involved in determining Re Σ(E) from the n =
∞ image resonances energy positions.
Self-energy corrections for bulk bands are significant in the analysis of photoemission
experiments because of the precision with which the energy bands can be measured in these
spectroscopies. Hence measurement with the required precision of the energies of the abovevacuum n = ∞ image resonances that are found for Cu(110) may be possible also and would
permit Re Σ(E) to be determined at certain energies. This would be achieved by including trial
Σ(E) variations in the calculations of the energy of n = ∞ image resonances relative to the
Fermi energy as shown here and comparing with the experimental result.
6.

Conclusion
Experimental measurement by multiphoton or inverse photoemission of the n = ∞
members of each set of Rydberg surface resonances would permit determination of the energy
dependence of the excited inner potential and hence the real part of the self-energy. This
would be achieved by comparison with calculations for trial self-energy corrections as shown
here.
The excited attenuating bulk states atΓ (normal electron emission) on Cu(110) have
not been calculated before. Comparison of such calculated bulk bands with measurement for
different trial values of Im Σ(E) could determine that value.
In general, knowledge of such excited attenuating bulk states and surface-state
resonances to the energy precision shown in the above calculations, is required in the
explanation and analysis of many surface spectroscopies.
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